RITUAL SCHEDULE: ASTARTE'S RITUAL & JOY OF SATAN MEMBERS PROTECTION RITUAL - FEB 25th TO MARCH 3rd [Schedule Concluded]
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We are now on a pivotal moment in human history, and if you are reading this, then you were ordained by a higher force to be a part of this.

There must be no fog and no deception at this point. Every person who has been here, must understand the importance of this task.

We are all, as a soul group, those that belong, spiritual guardians of this world and it's people. This world has had none for centuries - the people that were keeping the spiritual bastion for Gentiles together were always a few in history, but their power was decisive.

For centuries and centuries, this world has none. Due to this, which is a direct cause of the enemy's work, our world experiences many more mistakes and errors than it would do otherwise.

The New Ritual will work with Goddess Astarte. Astarte, rules over war and peace, battles and reconciliation. She will bring protection and beauty for our own in these trying times. Our own are a top priority here.

I was asked for a few days about the "Anti-War" RTR and all this. Meanwhile, the Gods have been consulted way long before, as the planets were very revealing. But the situation is far more concerning here. The forces at work are not merely the well known pollutant Hebrew spells. There is a whole other level of forces acting at this point.

We are talking about the enemy here in a more direct fashion. The situation is complex on a level where "peace" is not even a solution to these world affairs, and "war" is not a solution either. Higher wisdom is necessitated to avoid the worst.

Do not forget, on the regular "timeline", the enemy has said they have extremely disabling plans for humanity. This is for during what we falsely call "peace". This is not peace, the enemy is at war with humanity at large, but we are just slow boiled into the pot.

They tried to sublimate these events through the "new normal world and war of the Coronavirus", which was nothing less than a war against humanity, and now we have more of the same. Deprivation and terrorism was very similar to war, shells and actual bombs.

Then, there is a whole agenda that is never ending with pestilences and other
things that are in no way "peace". The recent statements of Billy are revealing in
themselves, or Klaus's own. Yet even these creatures are really just henchmen. We
must be of the mind that we are in a spiritual war, but this is getting heated now
more than at any point in the past.

If you look at years back, 2017 looks like kindergarten stuff compared to what is
happening now. But the undertones of what was coming next were already present.
Now we hear the music of this, and it will get loud.

There hasn't been any "peace" for a while. The enemy, without any opposition,
occupies overwhelmingly the deciding posts.
For real peace to arrive, we have to have leaders, people of soul and spirit who
want to create lasting peace. The enemy is a force of tyranny and disaster.

These events, except of planned, are unavoidable given the planetary positions,
financial reality and everything else. Whether regionally or expanded, it basically
already has occurred - now we can observe how much this plague is going to
spread, but there is no preventive measure for these events.

We are not discussing about peace here, but how all of this is going to reflect to the
world. We have entered a whole new phase with this. What is happening on the
back of all this, is beyond a mere peace, and beyond a mere war, even if this
involves large scale war.

The situation is beyond what is achievable by these regional RTR's now. In
previous intervals, the forces at work we are dealing with, have to do with the
enemy and their spells.

That is one aspect of it, the foolish Rabbis and foolish TV personalities, and the
other fools of this planet. The Final RTR will press upon this bleeding wound like
bandage, but we are bandaging inside a greater climate of disaster. This is
something else entirely, and other Rituals will cover these larger events. These are
related to the Gods and these are necessary.

I have to say the facts here, this time, it is all something on another league. This is
the reason we have been doing these Rituals, to procure the powers of the Gods.

For a lessened situation, we could definitely do RTR's, but now that is very serious.
For all this time, it has not been like this. The last 2-3 years, the enemy has been
going all in.

The Final RTR is part of this, and also attacks the higher layers of this. Other RTR's
which are specific, are lower level weapons. Now, as the situation dictates, we need
specific spiritual weaponry, and yes, we need the Gods in this. As everyone here
knows, Astarte was behind and a guiding force for our people for aeons.

Below, there will be the Ritual of Lady Astarte, the Schedule, Notes and How To Do
This.
For the JoS Protection Ritual, how we direct this with imagination is important: You must imagine that no matter what happens, all Spiritual Satanists worldwide, do have an aura of protection around them that is very strong. This imagination can include those living in Russia and the Ukraine more specifically during this schedule. The imagination here is key, imagining that all Spiritual Satanists, if this involves a war region, are safe and protected, and that they have the ability to easily move away, be in safety etc etc.

If you feel uncertain, just do the Ritual regularly, and ask a Demon to help with the direction of the energy.

EVERYTHING IS BELOW: DOWNLOAD LINKS FOR PDF, WEBSITE, etc., on the end of this post.

________________________________

The Sigil:

Ritual Notes For Astarte’s:
सत्  = SAT, real, true, truthful in Sanskrit

**The Symbol that protects the Sigil**: Shen Ring, Egyptian Hieroglyphic language. The Shen also survived in Chinese tradition as a glyph for Spiritual Force, Divine Force, and God.

---

**The letters of the sigil inside**: The Ancient Greek letters for Astarte's Name in arrangement.

**This Schedule will be rather simple:**

- The Rituals are to be done in this priority, from left to right

25th: Astarte's Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
26th: Astarte's Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
27th: Astarte's Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
28th: Astarte's Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
1st: Astarte's Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
2nd: Astarte's Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.
3rd: Astarte’s Ritual, JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual, FRTR.

**Links to the Rituals**

FRTR - [https://satanslibrary.org/tspaintable.html](https://satanslibrary.org/tspaintable.html)
JoS Safety And Prosperity Ritual - [https://satanslibrary.org/ProsperityRitual.html](https://satanslibrary.org/ProsperityRitual.html)
OR the regular PDF version: [https://666pages.com/Astarte's%20Power%20Ritual.pdf](https://666pages.com/Astarte's%20Power%20Ritual.pdf)
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